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THE CHAMP: THE CHAMP 1
Anh Do, 

illustrated by Dave Atze
Allen & Unwin

9781760526870  |  $15.99  |    |  PB  |  Middle Fiction

From spectator to superstar, that's
 The Champ! A brilliant new series from number one bestselling 

author Anh Do

Poppy loves sport. She would love to charge down the field towards 
an open goal, or soar through the air over the basket. She would 
love to be part of a team. But instead, she always seems to be the 
last one picked.

That is until the day her life changes forever. . . Until the day Poppy 
becomes THE CHAMP.

But even the Champ will have her work cut out for her if she is 
going to keep her brother, her best friend and her whole town safe 
from the dastardly plans of the wicked Librarian . . . For ages 7-11.

Anh Do is one of Australia's best-loved storytellers. His series—
including Wolf Girl, E-Boy and WeirDo—are adored by millions of kids 
around the country. Dave Atze illustrates amazing books for kids 
that sell all over the world. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Allen & Unwin    9781760526870       $15.99     PB     Middle Fiction      NZ$17.99



FAMILY OF LIARS 
E. Lockhart

Allen & Unwin
9781761067310  |  $24.99  |    |  PB  |  YA

The must-read thriller prequel to We Were Liars—#1 New York 
Times bestseller and TikTok sensation—takes readers back to the 

story of another summer, another generation, and the secrets 
that will haunt them for decades to come

A windswept private island off the coast of Massachusetts.
A hungry ocean, churning with secrets and sorrow.
A fiery, addicted heiress. An irresistible, unpredictable boy.
A summer of unforgivable betrayal and terrible mistakes.

Welcome back to the Sinclair family.
They were always liars.

The page-turning thriller prequel to We Were Liars. For ages 13-18.

E. Lockhart is the bestselling author of We Were Liars, The 
Disreputable History of Frankie Landau-Banks and Genuine Fraud.
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Allen & Unwin    9781761067310     $24.99      PB       YA     NZ$27.99



SPOTLIGHT PLEASE, IT'S 
STEVIE LOUISE
Tanya Hennessy, 

illustrated by Leigh Hedstrom

Albert Street Books 
9781760526429  |  $14.99  |    |  PB  |  Middle Fiction

Stevie and her crew are back in a hilarious and heartfelt new 
adventure. Wherever Stevie goes, high drama is sure to follow . . .

Stevie Louise is an entrepreneur (that's like a businessperson), an 
entertainer (obviously), and an extrovert on the inside (wait, is this 
a thing?).

Stevie and the Brooke Street crew are hard-up for cash. Going viral 
doesn't last forever, you know, and killer costumes are expensive.
To keep their showbiz dream alive, the kids are competing in a 
local talent quest. But the competition is stiff (I mean, have you 
ever heard four goats sing a capella?), and Alex has a unicorn horn 
glued to his forehead for at least the next three weeks.

It's tough working under these conditions, but Stevie is up for any 
challenge to save Lunchbox Productions . . .

A gloriously warm, funny and relatable story from bestselling 
author, much-loved comedian, writer, radio announcer and social 
media sensation Tanya Hennessy. For ages 7-11.

Tanya Hennessy is the author of the bestselling and much-loved 
Drum Roll Please, It's Stevie Louise. Leigh Hedstrom is an Australian 
illustrator and animator.

 
 
 
 
 

Albert Street Books      9781760526429      $14.99     PB    Middle Fiction      NZ$16.99



THE MYSTERIOUS RAINBOW 
THIEF: MERTALES 4 

Rebecca Timmis
Albert Street Books 

9781760526580  |  $14.99  |    |  PB  |  Junior Fiction

Jiggling jellyfish! It's Book 4 in the fin-tastic MerTales series, 
packed with mer-magical adventure

The colours are disappearing from Cockleshell Cove! The bright 
coral reef is grey and dull, and even the clownfish have lost their 
colour. The MerTales crew are worried their tails might be next!

Sandy sets out to investigate with the help of her friends, Pearl, 
Shell and Coral. F.I.N.S. have saved Cockleshell Cove from reef 
dragons, giant turtles and catfish burglars, but the Mysterious 
Rainbow Thief moves faster than anything they have ever seen.
Can the mer-crew catch the thief and bring back Cockleshell Cove's 
beautiful rainbow? For ages 6-9.

Rebecca Timmis is an author-illustrator from the sunny Gold Coast.
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Albert Street Books      9781760526580       $14.99       PB     Junior Fiction     NZ$16.99



SHERLOCK BONES AND THE 
ART AND SCIENCE ALLIANCE

Renée Treml
Allen & Unwin

9781761065729  |  $14.99  |    |  PB  |  Graphic Novel/Junior Fiction

The intrepid Sherlock Bones and his quietly funny sidekick, 
Watts, and their animal friends are back to sneak around the 
museum and solve any mysteries that come their way. Full of 
fun, friendship and fascinating facts, this fabulous graphic novel 
is perfect for young readers who love adventure, mystery and a 
little bit of mayhem.

Hi there, I'm Sherlock Bones—tawny frogmouth skeleton, chief 
investigator and star of all museum-related mysteries!
Today is an exciting day because the museum has a new exhibit—
and a new mystery!

Together with my partners, the ever-brilliant Watts and talking 
bundle of fur Grace, I'm here to track down the ghost that's 
destroying the museum.

You might not be able to hear Watts, because, technically, she's a 
stuffed parrot, but I always know what she's thinking.
And right now she's thinking: Can we solve the mystery of the 
haunted painting?

The third book in the popular Sherlock Bones series for ages 6-9.

Renée Treml is the creator of the series Ollie & Bea and the hugely 
popular graphic novels Sherlock Bones and the Natural History 
Mystery and Sherlock Bones and the Sea-Creature Feature. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Allen & Unwin     9781761065729      $14.99      PB     Graphic Novel/Junior Fiction     NZ$16.99



THE GREATEST THING 
Sarah Winifred Searle

Allen & Unwin
9781761067655  |  $19.99  |    |  PB  |  Graphic Novel/YA

This tender YA comic is perfect for fans of Raina Telgemeier's 
Drama and Shannon Hale and LeUyen Pham's Real Friends who 

are ready to graduate to their first teen graphic novel

It's the first day of Grade Ten, and Winifred is going to reinvent 
herself. Now that her two best (and only) friends have transferred 
to a private school, Win must navigate high school on her own. 
Luckily, she isn't alone for long. In art class, she meets Oscar and 
April. They don't look or act like the typical teenagers in her town: 
they're creative, a little rebellious and seem comfortable in their 
own skin in a way that Win can only dream of.

But even though Winifred is breaking out of her shell, there's 
one secret she can't bear to admit to April and Oscar, or even 
to herself—and this lie threatens everything. Win needs to face 
her own truths, but she doesn't need to do it alone. Through the 
healing power of clandestine sleepovers, op-shopping and zine 
publishing, Win finds and accepts what it means to be herself. For 
ages 13-18. 

Sarah Winifred Searle grew up in the USA but now lives in Perth.
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Allen & Unwin     9781761067655      $19.99       PB    Graphic Novel/YA      NZ$22.99



IS THERE ANYONE BETTER 
THAN HENRIETTA?

Martine Murray
Allen & Unwin

9781761067181  |  $19.99  |    |  PB  |  First Fiction

Meet Henrietta P. Hoppenbeek the First—she's one of a kind. Four 
charming and hilarious full-colour stories together in one big 

book, whimsically illustrated and full of life

Hello everybody, it's me, Henrietta. I have a baby brother, two white 
mice, a chocolate-coloured dog, a woolly mammoth, two long green 
socks with toes, one pickle-eating best friend, a bathtub for sailing 
in, and definitely a huge HUGE amount of discoveries to discover. 
And if anyone tells you I make things up, you'd better believe it . . .

Full of funny thoughts and adventures, these four irresistible 
stories including CBCA Honour Book Henrietta and the Perfect 
Night, are perfect for curious children with curly imaginations. For 
ages 4-8.

Martine Murray is an award-winning Australian children's novelist 
and illustrator as well as a writer for adults, who has been published 
extensively overseas. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



MARS AWAKENS 
HM Waugh

Allen & Unwin
9781760526979  |  $16.99  |    |  PB  |  Middle Fiction

Kids from rival Martian colonies must come together to fight for 
survival in this thrilling new space adventure from an exciting 

Australian talent

Raised in rival colonies on Mars, each long ago abandoned by 
Earth, Dee and Holt have been brought up to hate even the idea of 
each other. But when a mysterious object crash lands on a far-flung 
plain, they are both sent to investigate and their fates intertwine. 
Together they must battle epic storms and deadly bioclouds while 
unpicking the web of lies they have been told about their planet. 
Will their bond be strong enough to withstand the arrival of a 
mysterious invader that threatens to end life on Mars forever?

Timely and compelling, Mars Awakens is an unputdownable space 
adventure that offers a window into our future, perfect for fans of 
Star Wars and sci-fi. For ages 10-14.

HM Waugh is an Australian environmental scientist, writer and 
educator.
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Allen & Unwin     9781760526979     $16.99     PB    Middle Fiction     NZ$18.99



THE SHIP OF DOOM 
M.A. Bennett

Welbeck
9781801300049  |  $14.99  |    |  PB  |  Middle Fiction

Luna and her friends travel to 1912 and find themselves aboard a 
great ship travelling from Southampton to New York. . .  the RMS 

Titanic

Greenwich, London, 15th February 1894. Luna thinks that an 
evening at her aunt's butterfly club sounds deathly boring. But 
it turns out that the meeting, held in the Butterfly Room at the 
Greenwich Observatory, is not at all as Luna expects. The Butterfly 
Club is a society with an unusual secret . . . they use time travel to 
plunder the future for wonders.

Together with her friends, Konstantin and Aidan, and a clockwork 
cuckoo, Luna boards the Time Train. The gang travel to 1912 and 
find themselves aboard a great ship travelling from Southampton 
to New York. They locate a man called Guglielmo Marconi and his 
new invention: the wireless radio. But as the ship heads into icy 
waters, they discover its name: the RMS TITANIC.

Can Luna and the boys save Marconi and his invention from the 
doomed ship? Can they get the radio back home to the Butterfly 
Club? And how will their actions change the rest of time? For ages 
10+.

M.A. Bennett is the acclaimed author of S.T.A.G.S. She lives in the UK.
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Welbeck   9781801300049     $14.99     PB      Middle Fiction     NZ$16.99



TAKE A BREATH 
Sujean Rim

Allen & Unwin
9781761066597  |  $24.99  |    |  PB  |  Picture Book

An anxious baby bird who fears he'll never learn to fly gets a 
lesson in mindfulness in this funny and sweetly encouraging 

picture book about believing in yourself

Every morning, the birds are flapping with excitement for their 
first flight of the day . . . except for Bob. Bob doesn't get the whole 
flying thing; when the other baby birds go up, up, up, he goes 
down, down, down. Bob can't help worrying . . . what if he never 
learns how to fly?

His friend Crow tells him, 'All you need to do is breathe, Bob.' Of 
course, Bob breathes all the time, but there's breathing and then 
there's B-R-E-A-T-H-I-N-G. And it might just be the thing to calm 
Bob's ruffled feathers. For ages 4-8. 

Sujean Rim is the author and illustrator of Birdie's Big-Girl Shoes, 
Zoogie Boogie Fever! and more. She lives in New York.

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Allen & Unwin    9781761066597      $24.99       HB     Picture Book    NZ$26.99



MAKE TRACKS: TRUCKS 
Johnny Dyrander

Nosy Crow
9781839942112  |  $19.99  |    |  BD BK  |  Novelty Book

Get to know five things that go in this chunky board book series 
with sliding counters

A series of chunky board books featuring things that go and sliding 
counters! Discover five different trucks in this interactive board 
book with easy-to-use moving parts—a forklift truck, a lorry, a car 
transporter, a monster truck and a dustbin lorry! 

Learn vehicle vocabulary with simple first words, clear diagrams 
and helpful text prompts to encourage discussion. Then trace 
five types of transport around five different tracks with a moving 
counter on every spread and the cover.

The perfect book for children who love trucks—and being in the 
driving seat!  For ages 2-5.

Johnny Dyrander is an illustrator based in Sweden.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Nosy Crow   9781839942112       $19.99    BD BK      Novelty Book    NZ$22.99



LOOK, IT'S MOO MOO COW 

LOOK, IT'S ROAR ROAR LION
Camilla Reid, 

illustrated by Clare Youngs 
Nosy Crow

9781839943683  |  9781839943690  |  $14.99  |    |  BD BK  |  Novelty Book

Major new multi-novelty series from the makers of the beloved Felt Flaps

All pre-schoolers will adore Clare Youngs' friendly animals with their high-
contrast collage artwork, decorative foil highlights and signature animal 
noises—but there's a tiny creature to find behind a tuggable felt flap on each 
spread, too! 

In these books, you'll meet Baa Baa Sheep, Cluck Cluck Hen, Oink Oink Pig 
and Moo Moo Cow—or Clip Clop Zebra, Ooo Ooo Monkey, Munch Munch Hippo 
and Roar Roar Lion.

With a final 'recap' animal noises page, and the question, "But what noise do 
YOU make?", little readers will enjoy lifting the last flap and saying 'hello' to 
themselves in the surprise mirror! Visually gorgeous and with a genuinely 
engaging hide-and-seek narrative, this is the launch of a stunning new series. 
For ages 0-2.

Camilla Reid has written, conceived and edited children's books for over twenty 
years. Clare Youngs is a graphic designer and collage artist. They live in the UK. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Nosy Crow     9781839943683   9781839943690   $14.99     BD BK    Novelty Book     NZ$16.99



FLOODED 
Mariajo Illustrajo

Frances Lincoln Children's  
9780711276765  |  $24.99  |    |  HB  |  Picture Book

The funny and beautifully illustrated tale 
of animals who live in a city that is ever so 
slowly flooding. The flood comes gradually 
at first. All the animals ignore the obvious 
and go about their busy lives, disjointed from 
one another and preoccupied by their own 
problems. Eventually, the flood water reaches 
a height that they can no longer ignore, and 
they have to work together to save their city. 
Flooded carries important messages about 
climate change, the importance of community 
and dealing with problems before they get 
too big. For ages 3-6.

Mariajo Ilustrajo is an award-winning Spanish 
Illustrator based in the UK.  
 
 
 
 
 

Frances Lincoln Children's    9780711276765       $24.99      HB     
Picture Book      NZ$27.99

ELVIS
Little People, Big DREAMS

Maria Isabel Sánchez Vegara, 
illustrated by Ana Albero

Frances Lincoln Children's  
9780711270855  |  $19.99  |    |  HB  |  People & Places

In this book from the critically acclaimed, 
multimillion-copy bestselling Little People, 
BIG DREAMS series, discover the life of 
Elvis, the King of Rock n Roll. Elvis tells 
the inspiring story of the iconic singer-
songwriter who helped popularise rock n 
roll around the world. It features stylish and 
quirky illustrations and extra facts at the 
back, including a biographical timeline with 
historical photos and a detailed profile of the 
music legend's life. For ages 4-7.

Maria Isabel Sánchez Vegara is a Spanish 
writer and creative director. Ana Albero is an 
award-winning illustrator. They live In Berlin.
 
 
 
 
 

Frances Lincoln Children's   9780711270855       $19.99      HB     
People & Places    NZ$22.99

HERE AND QUEER 
Rowan Ellis

Frances Lincoln Children's  
9780711264731  |  $19.99  |    |  PB  |  Personal & Social Issues

Here and Queer is a book about living your 
best queer life. This vibrant, inclusive guide, 
written for all kinds of girls, is designed to 
help you be the strongest, proudest, happiest 
version of yourself! A celebration of the gift 
of queerness, its packed full of heartfelt 
advice, comforting stories and stylish 
illustrations, and will give you the tools you 
need to explore your own identity, on your 
own terms. For ages 14-18.

Rowan Ellis is an author, YouTuber and 
LGBTQI+ advocate. She lives in London.
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Frances Lincoln Children's     9780711264731      $19.99      PB    
Personal & Social Issues    NZ$22.99



THE RAVEN RIDDLE
Vashti Hardy, illustrated by 

Natalie Smillie

Barrington Stoke
9781800900486  |  $12.99  |    |  PB  |  Middle Fiction 

Grace's family are wardens of the Griffin map, 
using its teleport technology to fight crime 
across Moreland. And now there's someone 
new on the team: Tom Eely. Grace and Tom 
are disappointed when they are sent to a 
quiet mountain village where ravens have 
been pestering the locals. But they will have 
to use all their wit, skill and courage if they 
want to solve the raven riddle . . . Another 
heartfelt and action-filled addition to the 
Griffin Gate series. For ages 8-12.

Vashti Hardy is the award-winning author of 
Brightstorm and Wildspark. Natalie Smillie is a 
freelance illustrator. They live in the UK.

 
 
 
 

Barrington Stoke    9781800900486       $12.99       PB    Middle 
Fiction      NZ$14.99

FORGING SILVER INTO 
STARS 

Brigid Kemmerer

Bloomsbury
9781526645746  |  $16.99  |    |  PB  |  YA 

Rediscover the worlds of Emberfall and Syhl 
Shallow in this irresistible return to the world 
of the bestselling Cursebreaker series. Even 
though the war is over, peace still seems far 
away. A dangerous anti-magical faction is 
rising, and when Tycho discovers a plot to 
assassinate Grey and Queen Lia Mara, ruler 
of Syhl Shallow, he must fight for everything 
he believes in. Nothing here is as it seems, 
and after a devastating betrayal, it becomes 
clear that the danger is only just beginning. 
For ages 12+.

Brigid Kemmerer is the New York Times 
bestselling author of Defy the Night and the 
Cursebreakers series. She lives in the USA.

 
 
 
 
 
 

Bloomsbury   9781526645746    $16.99     PB     YA    NZ$18.99

A QUOKKA FOR THE 
QUEEN 

Huw Lewis Jones, illustrated 
by Fred Blunt

Happy Yak
9780711267954  |  $14.99  |    |  PB  |  Picture Book 

It’s the Queen’s birthday and the last 
gift to arrive has come all the way from 
Australia. They say good things come in 
small packages! Well, this party is about to 
get wild . . .  it’s a Quokka for the Queen! The 
Quokka quickly makes an impression, and 
the Queen decides to do things differently— 
with the help of Quokka, she decides she will 
give the presents. This incredibly funny and 
rather silly story is full of the joy of giving 
presents and making people happy! For ages 
3-6.

Huw Lewis Jones is a writer and teacher who 
loves wild nature. Fred Blunt has illustrated 
dozens of books. They live in the UK.
 
 
 
 

Happy Yak    9780711267954       $14.99       PB    Picture Book     
NZ$16.99



THE SMIDGENS CRASH-
LAND 

David O'Connell

Bloomsbury
9781526640567  |  $14.99  |    |  PB  |  Junior Fiction 

They use buttons for plates, sponges for 
mattresses, and would never go out without 
their cocktail umbrella . . . explore the world 
of The Smidgens in the second book of the 
funny and magical series about tiny people 
having ENORMOUS adventures! Ever since 
Gafferty Sprout's last adventure, she's 
been VERY GOOD. Then a strange Smidgen 
steals her knife and sets out for The Burrow, 
and Gafferty has to follow. And soon the 
Smidgens are in BIG, BIG trouble. For ages 7+.

David O'Connell is the author of The Chocolate 
Factory Ghost. He lives in the UK.
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Bloomsbury   9781526640567     $14.99     PB   Junior Fiction     
NZ$16.99

ZOOPERTOWN: X-RAY 
RABBIT - KAPOW! 

Jem Packer, illustrated by 
Emily Fox

Bloomsbury
9781408898338  |  $14.99  |    |  PB  |  Picture Book

Meet Zoopertown's most brilliant 
Zooperheroes: Crash-Bang Koala, Mega-Zap 
Giraffe, Snap-Crack Croc, Zoom-Zoom Zebra 
and X-Ray Rabbit! No job too big, no job too 
small—so when ALL the food in Zoopertown 
goes missing, the Zooperheroes are right on 
the case. Could a villainously bad baboon be 
behind the disappearance? There's only one 
way to find out! Here we go, guys . . . To the 
Zoopercopters! The first in an action-packed, 
super-charged ZOOPER series, perfect for 
superhero fans EVERYWHERE! For ages 3-6.

Jem Packer is an award-winning children's 
author. Emily Fox has illustrated many 
children's books. They live in the UK.

 
 
 

Bloomsbury     9781408898338       $14.99       PB       Picture 
Book       NZ$16.99

I AM NOT YOUR PERFECT 
MEXICAN DAUGHTER 

Erika L. Sánchez

Oneworld
9780861543496  |  $16.99  |    |  PB  |  YA

Perfect Mexican daughters do not go away to 
college. But Julia is not your perfect Mexican 
daughter. That was Olga’s role. Then a tragic 
accident leaves Olga dead and Julia left 
behind to reassemble the shattered pieces 
of her family. A poignant but often laugh-
out-loud funny contemporary story about 
losing a sister and finding yourself amid the 
pressures, expectations and stereotypes of 
growing up in a Mexican-American home—an 
instant New York Times bestseller. For ages 
14+.

Erika L. Sánchez is a writer, poet and feminist. 
She lives in Chicago.

 
 
 
 
 

Oneworld    9780861543496      $16.99       PB      YA        
NZ$18.99
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